A LAWYER'S HANDBOOK FOR ENFORCING FOREIGN JUDGMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES AND ABROAD

This book assists the practitioner seeking to enforce a foreign judgment in the United States or a U.S.-rendered judgment abroad in navigating the lack of procedural uniformity that exists and in planning strategies likely to ensure effective enforcement. As a handbook, it provides the practitioner with a framework and resources with which to approach and further research the laws of the relevant state or country. In Part One, the guide takes the practitioner chronologically through the process of obtaining a U.S. court's recognition and enforcement of judgments rendered abroad. Part Two takes the practitioner through the process of obtaining an overseas jurisdiction's recognition and enforcement of judgments rendered in the United States. Part Three assesses the current trends in the United States and in the international trade environment regarding enforcement of judgments.
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Preface

This Handbook has its genesis in two bibliographies I published in 1993 in The International Lawyer on the subject of enforcement of foreign judgments.¹ Those bibliographies were apparently useful to many, so since their publication I have received numerous inquiries from practicing lawyers about the “how to” aspects of enforcing foreign judgments here in the United States and taking U.S.-rendered judgments and having them enforced abroad. Given this interest – and, from my own experience, given that there are quite practical and tactical considerations involved – I decided to put together this Handbook.

Because of the press of other demands, this guide at first was just a pile of notes in a folder. Eventually, I developed the notes into a short draft, and then that draft sat gathering dust for almost a decade. Increased opportunities to consult with practitioners about enforcement issues and the added motivation of a publication contract enabled me to revisit and complete the project recently. In doing so, I tried to include the kind of legal and practical guidance that a lawyer initially confronting the prospect of enforcing a foreign judgment would need and find useful. Thus, the guide contains not only “how to” text but also bibliographies that are updated and enlarged from the ones published in 1993, useful forms, and copies of some of the legal instruments (and Web site citations to others).

As Part Three of this Handbook demonstrates, the law governing the enforcement of foreign judgments is in flux both in the United States and abroad. While this book attempts to guide practitioners through some of the basic and difficult aspects of inbound and outbound judgment enforcement, the law in this area is experiencing new attention as the globalization of business accelerates. Thus, it is most likely that a book written five years from now will include new issues to which practitioners should be alerted. I am confident,

however, that what is presented here will continue to describe the basic framework and considerations involved in enforcing foreign judgments.

I hope the user will find this volume helpful and will keep it near his or her desk for frequent consultation.

Los Angeles
August 2005
I am grateful for the assistance provided by Southwestern University School of Law, which has generously supported this project in its various iterations over the last decade. In addition to a summer stipend partially supporting the book’s development, it provided research assistance. In that regard, I have been pleased to have many students assist with the development of the bibliographies. At the risk of omitting someone, I express my appreciation for the research assistance with the bibliographies to the following present and former students: Debra Belanger, Patrick Benedek, Bill Danziger, C. B. Everitt, Hamed Ghaemmaghami, Ava Sadripour, Fabienne Struell, Mark Tackitt, and Russell Trice. Several students also contributed significantly to researching substantive portions of the text. I gratefully acknowledge the research, drafting, and editing assistance of Fredrick M. Ray and Anna von Franque.

David McFadden, Southwestern’s Senior Reference Librarian, has always cheerfully and ably handled all research tasks asked of him – whether simple or complex – and has contributed significantly to the accuracy of the citations of the sources herein. I thank him for his help. A special expression of appreciation is also due John Berger, Senior Editor at Cambridge University Press and a long-time friend, who encouraged me early on to write a book on the subject of enforcement of foreign judgments and patiently awaited its production over the course of a decade.

Also, I have greatly appreciated the interest in my inquiries about foreign judgment issues shown and the advice offered by the many practitioners with whom I have come into contact over the years. They have contributed greatly to my understanding of the practical and strategic aspects of this subject, whether through educational programs sponsored by the bar or via various consulting assignments in which I have been engaged.

Of course, in all respects, I am responsible for the accuracy of what follows.

Finally, I dedicate this work to my wonderful wife, Colleen, who has encouraged me throughout and without whose love and support I would not have been able to write this book.